Our home planet is ☀️. Just like astronauts need their 🛶, Earth needs protection too.

We call our layer of protection the 🌍. The atmosphere is quite thin. If the Earth were the size of an 🖤, the atmosphere would be as thin as its skin. The atmosphere might be small, but it protects ☀️, 🌊, and 🌬️ in a big way. The atmosphere protects us from the ☀️ blazing, hot 🌡️ and gives us the air we breathe. Pollution from 🌾, 🚤, 🚧, and 🎈 can make our air dirty. We can protect our home by 🌱, 🌍, 🌲, and more.

The more we learn to protect our planet, the happier we’ll be!